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ABSTRACT
Generating multiple bots which look and move authentically and at
the same time differently from each other is a difficult task. While
working on it, researchers need to deal with problems of low timeefficiency and complexity of the process as well as trade-off between
realism of a character and their generation time, while hardware
performance should be also kept in mind. We present our solution
which consists of pipelines for generating bots appearance and
behaviour as well as optimization steps.
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INTRODUCTION

Creating a psychological experiment with a virtual character is a
challenging task itself and the difficulty level only increases with
the characters number. Generated multiple bots, including crowds,
need to seem authentic and at the same time diversely looking. To
make them look natural, the characters often need to have different
shaders, textures and their parameters to provide a diversity in their
appearances. They need to move in a realistic and situationally adjusted way, including face motions and eye control. Moreover, their
movements need to be non-identical to prevent a sense of artificiality. As Pan and Hamilton [8] note, until now the researchers
struggled with character design due to its low time-efficiency and
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complexity while achieving a minor number of characters. Moreover, there is a significant trade-off between realism of the characters and the time necessary for their creation. As an outcome,
the researchers often prioritize the time-efficiency which results in
lower realism achieved [14]. In consequence, a trend of research
emerged aiming at exploring the possibilities of automatization
of virtual character creation [5]. It might reduce the time needed
for character construction [1] and increase accessibility of virtual
character design process [3]. Another problem is that when the
stimuli number increases the probability of a glitch occurrence
grows, which might lead to a simulator sickness [2]. While working
with a big number of characters, the researchers thus need to bear
in mind hardware performance. Yet, currently, there is a scarcity
of such comprehensive solutions [9]. Some of the VR researchers
attempted creating pipelines of virtual character creation. For example, Grigorev et al. [4] proposed an approach called neural dressing
which allows for imposing clothing and hair on the body mesh.
Based on it, they created a generative model of full-body avatars,
which combines polygonal body mesh modeling with neural rendering and enables obtaining avatars from one or several pictures of
the person. Piao et al. [9], aiming at recreating a large-scale crowd
of virtual avatars via the internet, used Web3D technology and
combined model parameterization technique (which parameterizes
the bone shapes, texture and animations) based on shape space
with a multi-level clone instantiation.
VR applications for public speaking training are an example case
where realism of agents behavior can directly affect the acceptance
of the method and the effectiveness of training [7]. Among main
design challenges that are posed to the customization of virtual
audience, identified by [13], there are realism of the visual representation, randomization of audiences’ looks and behaviors for
the sake of realism. Social anxiety induced by VR environment
was impacted also by the size of virtual audience [6]. Although
the topic exists in the literature, we think that there is still a need
for developing novel automatization solutions. As a result of encountering these problems ourselves, we would like to present the
pipeline we developed, which helps to automate the process and
avoid the aforementioned difficulties. It enables generating multiple
virtual characters which exhibit diverse appearances and behaviors,
without overstraining the hardware.
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PIPELINE OF AGENTS PRODUCTION

Agents appearance. Firstly, all of the bot variants were created
in Character Creator 3 (CC3) with use of photogrammetric scans
with texture resolutions mainly 4096x4096 pixels. Then, with use
of one of the agents moved to the iClone 7 and also with use of
iPhone Live Face app on iPhone 11 Pro - the facial motion capture
recordings were made. The sessions were additionally aided with
concurrent use of realtime audio recording using the Zoom H6 as
a microphone for both improving the facial motion capture and
recording the speech to be played as a sentence said by the bot. For
the facial motion capture part - one of the most advanced at the time
of the development markerless methods was used - Apple’s ARKit
blendshapes profile with iClone’s 7.9 Live Face motion capture combined with Live Smooth adjustments resulted in quite compelling
facial motion capture iMotionPlus animation recordings embedded separately alongside CC3 bot variant previously converted
to iMotionPlus-compatible CC+ standard - into .fbx file exported
with Unity export settings preset - exported from within CC3 for
widest variety of the exported texture types. The .fbx files holding
the bot variant model and the animation alongside the exported
non-embedded textures were then imported into the Unity project
dedicated for research environment creation. Then it was adjusted
with various improvements of which the most important were the
shaders used for the highest visual quality with maintaining the
best possible performance (specifically for most fluent rendering
that would match the maximum Vive Pro-allowed framerates of
90fps) needed for later to be able tu run the biosignals processing
on the same PC at the time of VR rendering during the research
session.
In order to obtain significant differences between three visual
quality categories of the bot variants (the levels of perceived realism were investigated in [11]), the following shader and texture
settings were used: 1) highest realism: shaders: Apollo URP Translucent Opaque, Lux URP Human Hair Blend, URP Complex Lit, Eye
Advanced URP; textures: mostly 4096x4096, an example is presented
in Fig. 2; 2) medium: shaders: as above, but with no smoothness and
no translucency; textures: fixed resolution 256x256 each, 3) low:
shaders: URP unlit; textures: fixed resolution 64x64 each.
Agents behavior. The behavior of the bot variants consisted of
animations for specific body parts with the rest of the body masked
for such animation. This way the Unity animator for each variant
had various layers with complementarily masked animations - separate layer for facial mocap and separate ones for animations of
the rest of the body. The eyes and head movements were managed
programmatically by Realistic Eye Movements Unity asset.
Optimization. For achieving the high performance while keeping high quality the custom-adjusted Universal Render Pipeline
(URP) was used. For necessary, but also possibly lightweight visual postprocessing the Sharpness of the Beautify 2 Unity Asset
was applied - significantly increasing the visible detail. Optimization methods included sharing all repetitive textures and GPUinstancing-enabled materials between variants, for displaying the
variants the pooling was used (enabling, and then disabling the
Unity scene GameObjects holding randomly displayed variants).
In order to reduce the stuttering the custom interpolation method
was used [10].
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EVALUATION

For evaluation purposes we generated 10 different variants of appearance of agents in the highest realism settings. The tests of
framerate as a function of number of bots visible in the scene (Fig.
1) were performed in the editor and not in the build, so the expected
final performance will be higher. We used test build: GeForce RTX
2080Ti, Ryzen 9 3900X, RAM 64GB, NVMe SSD in setup for HTC
Vive Pro headset.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The biggest challenge that we met was obtaining the balance between the highest possible visual, behavioral and interactional
quality while keeping the lowest possible impact on the hardware
performance. Additionally, we intended to leave the biggest possible
reserve to the biometric signals acquisition and processing (exemplary setup was described in [12]). Picking proper Unity render
pipeline, appropriate set of shaders and their settings was crucial. If
the visual quality would be the only determinant then Unity’s HDRP
would be the logical choice. But because of the above mentioned
performance buffer priority, the customized URP with Beautify 2
sharpness and art filmic ACES tonemap operator postprocessing
were optimal. While both CC3 and iClone 7 are the tools providing
high quality results in relatively short time, the output imported
into Unity requires many adjustments. Realistic eyes and head look
and non-hard-coded behavior required to replace the initial eye
textures and shader to URP Eye Advanced. Eyes and heads were
put under control of the Realistic Eye Movements with masking
out head and eyes animations from all animator layers. One of the
bigger challenges was also to obtain the satisfactory hair. The used
haircuts assets differed in their properties and thus each different
haircut required manual adjustments of different shaders to get
proper alpha channel management.
The next optimization steps will involve Streaming Virtual Texturing combined with HDRP using i.e. subsurface scattering, GPU
instancing for crowd animations and the "impostors" technique.
The described methods are planned to be applied for generating
crowds of virtual agents as a virtual audience for VR trainer of
public speaking. We will apply emotional expressions captured
with actors and perform further perceptual tests with control of
immersion and co-presence levels.
The solution presented in this work consists of a pipeline of
generating multiple virtual characters. Our work can serve as an
inspiration for other researchers on how to setup and configure
existing tools in order to obtain a similar effect and we hope that
our work will facilitate future studies on effective virtual character
creation.
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Figure 2: Example agent

Figure 1: Performance for multiple bots of the highest quality in the scene
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